Preface

In the Riemann zeta function ζ(s), the non-real zeros or Riemann zeros,
denoted ρ, play an essential role mainly in number theory, and thereby generate considerable interest. However, they are very elusive objects. Thus, no
individual zero has an analytically known location; and the Riemann Hypothesis, which states that all those zeros should lie on the critical line, i.e.,
have real part 12 , has challenged mathematicians since 1859 (exactly 150 years
ago).
For analogous symmetric sets of numbers {vk }, such as the roots of a
polynomial, the eigenvalues of a ﬁnite or inﬁnite matrix, etc., it is well known
that symmetric functions of the {vk } tend to have more accessible properties
than the individual elements vk . And, we ﬁnd the largest wealth of explicit
properties to occur in the (generalized) zeta functions of the generic form
Zeta(s, a) =



k (vk

+ a)−s

(with the extra option of replacing vk here by selected functions f (vk )).
Not surprisingly, then, zeta functions over the Riemann zeros have been
considered, some as early as 1917. What is surprising is how small the literature on those zeta functions has remained overall. We were able to spot them
in barely a dozen research articles over the whole twentieth century and in
none of the books featuring the Riemann zeta function. So the domain exists,
but it has remained largely conﬁdential and sporadically covered, in spite of
a recent surge of interest.
Could it then be that those zeta functions have few or uninteresting properties? In actual fact, their study yields an abundance of quite explicit results.
The signiﬁcance or usefulness of the latter may then be questioned: at this
moment, we can only answer that regarding the Riemann zeros, any explicit
result, even of a collective nature, is of potential value. Hence we may turn
over the idea that zeta functions over the Riemann zeros have stagnated because they were not so interesting: it could also be that those functions have
lagged behind in their use simply because their properties never came to be
fully displayed.
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So, the primary aim of this monograph is to ﬁll that very speciﬁc but
deﬁnite gap, by oﬀering a coherent and synthetic description of the zeta
functions over the Riemann zeros (and immediate extensions thereof); we
call them “superzeta” functions here for brevity. Modeled on special-function
handbooks (our main reference case being the Hurwitz zeta function ζ(s, a)),
this book centers on delivering extensive lists of concrete explicit properties
and tables of handy special-value formulae for superzeta functions, grouped
in three core chapters plus Appendix B (for the variant case built over zeros
of Selberg zeta functions). In that core, we mainly wish to provide readers,
assuming they have speciﬁc queries about superzeta functions, with a broad
panel of explicit answers. For such a purpose, the key contents of the book
may be just Chap. 5 (for initial orientation) and the ﬁnal results, including 20
tables of special-value formulae. The rest of the text is rather backstage material, showing justiﬁcations, perspective, and references for those end results.
For the reasons given above, we grade no individual result or formula as
more or less “useful,” but place them all on an equal footing. Our main
justiﬁcation to date for tackling those superzeta functions is simply “Because
they’re there” (like a famous mountaineer’s reply).
We now outline the contents.
Two introductory chapters review our main analytical techniques: miscellaneous notation and tools, specially the Mellin transformation (Chap. 1), and
zeta-regularized products (Chap. 2). The next two chapters, still introductory,
survey the Riemann zeta function itself (and close kin, the Dirichlet beta and
Hurwitz zeta functions), so as to make the book reasonably self-contained and
tutorial. All review sections are, however, ﬁltered hierarchically: the aspects
most central to us are exposed in detail, others more sketchily (and a few just
get mentioned). We do not try to compete with the many exhaustive treatises on the Riemann zeta function; on the other hand, a shorter tutorial like
ours might suit readers seeking to learn about that function from a purely
analytical, as opposed to number-theoretical, angle.
The next two chapters begin to address the superzeta functions themselves:
Chap. 5 gives an overview, and the following one introduces Explicit Formulae
from number theory, which are then applied to superzeta functions (and
compared to Selberg trace formulae for spectral zeta functions).
Chapters 7–10 form the core of the study: three kinds of superzeta functions are thoroughly described in the ﬁrst three chapters, then extended to
zeros of more general L- or zeta-functions in Chap. 10; except for Chap. 9,
every core chapter (plus Appendix B for the Selberg case) culminates in detailed Tables of special-value formulae.
To close, Chap. 11 shows one application of a superzeta function: a recently
obtained asymptotic criterion for the Riemann Hypothesis (based on the
Keiper–Li coeﬃcients used by Li’s criterion). Finally, four Appendices treat
extra issues (A: some numerical aspects; B: extension to zeta functions over
zeros of Selberg zeta functions; C: on (log |ζ|)(2m+1) ( 12 ), etc.; D: an English
translation of Mellin’s seminal 1917 paper in German).
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As we aim to throw light on an unpublicized subject on which this is
the very ﬁrst book as far as we know, our text is kept concrete and expository through the ﬁrst half at least, favoring elementary and economical
techniques. Exercises are also proposed in the form of peripheral results left
for the reader to derive. Our wish is to have built a compact reference guide,
a kind of “Everything you always wanted to know about superzeta functions . . . ” handbook. For the sake of improvement, we gratefully welcome
any error reports from readers (and will post errata as needed).
This text is thus directed at readers interested in analytical aspects of
number theory. It ought to be accessible to mathematicians from the graduate
level; its main assumed background is in analysis (real and complex: series
and integrals, analytic and special functions, asymptotics).
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